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1. Introduction. Let d be a positive integer and d>2. S--S denotes
the unit sphere in R+. L(z) and L*(z) denote the Lie norm and the dual
Lie norm on C+ respectively"

L(z)-L(x+iy)-[llxl+ yl2+2{ xl21 y I2-(x.y)}l/] 1/2,
L*(z)---sup (]. z[; L()
xTa+l R+I,where . z== z, x, y e and x] x. x.

((C*+) denotes the space of entire functions on C*+. We put
Exp (C+" (r" N)) =lim proj X,: for 0 <r< c

r’>r

and
Exp (C+ [r N])=lim ind X,:

r’<r

where N is a norm on C* + and

for 0<r< oo,

Xr,:N={f e ((C+1); sup
zCa+l

We denote the complex sphere by S-.(z e C+; z[+z+...+z/x-1),
and we put S(r)={zeS; L(z)<r} for r>l and S[r]={zeS; L(z)<r} for
r>/1. ((S(r)) denotes the space of holomorphic functions on S(r) and we
put ((S[r])=limind,>((S(r’)). Exp(S) denotes the restriction to S of
the space Exp(C+) of entire functions of exponential type. O’((r)),
(’([r]) and Exp’ () denote the dual spaces of (C)((r)), (C)([r]), and Exp ()
respectively.

The Fourier-Borel transformation P for a functional f’ e Exp’ () is
defined by

Pf’(z)= (f, exp i(. z)} for z e C +1,
where 2 e C, :/:0 is a fixed constant.

Morimoto [1] determined the images of Exp’ (S) and (C)’(S) by P. The
purpose of this paper is to determine the images of (’(S(r)) and (’(S[r])
by P.

2. Statement of results. Our main theorem in this paper is following
Theorem 2.1. P establishes the following linear topological iso-

morphisms
(2.1) P" (C)’(S(r)) Exp(C+l [llr" L*]) (rl),
(2.2) Pa" O’(S[r]) -,Exp (C+I"(I2[r’L*)) (r> 1),
where Exp (C+I []2I r L*])=C)(C+I) Exp (C+I [12] r L*]) Exp(C+1"

(12[ r L*))=((C+1) Exp (C+1" (121 r L*)), and
(+z)f(z)=0}.


